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Male sterile mutants play an important role in the utilisation of crop heterosis. Male ster-
ile plants were found in S5 generations of maize hybrid ZH2, through continuous sib-mating 
by using the fertile plants in the same population, we obtained a male sterile sibling popula-
tion K932MS including sterile plants K932S and a fertile plant K932F. The objective of this 
study was to clarify the genetic characterisation and abortion characteristics by nucleus and 
cytoplasm effect analyses, cytoplasm grouping, and cytological observation. The results 
showed that no difference was found between K932S and K932F in the vegetative growth 
stage, but K932S had no emerging anther or pollen grains. The segregation ratio of fertile 
plants to sterile plants was 1:1 in the sibling progenies, while it was 3:1 in self-crossing 
progenies of K932F. The sterility of K932S could be restored among reciprocal progenies 
when seven normal inbred lines were used as females respectively. The fertility expression 
of K932S crossed with 30 testers would be changed in different test-crosses and some back-
cross progenies. The C-type restorer Zifeng-1 (Rf4Rf4) was able to restore the fertility of 
K932S, and the specific PCR amplification bands of K932MS were consistent with CMS-
CMo17. The anther of K932S began abortion at dyad with its tapetum expanded radically and 
vacuolated: this induced abnormality in the shapes of both dyads and tetrads. The microspore 
could not develop normally, and then it collapsed and gradually disappeared. Hence, 
K932MS is a C-type cytoplasmic male sterile mutant with a pollen-free, stable inheritance: 
it has potential application value for further research.
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Introduction

In the production of hybrid seeds of maize (Zea mays L.), male sterility (MS) properties 
are beneficial to preventing artificial emasculation, reducing production costs of seeds, 
and improving seed purity, which provide an important basis for the effective utilization 
of heterosis in maize (Duvick 1958). Also, male sterile materials are widely used to study 
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substance metabolism and molecular mechanisms (Nan et al. 2017) of anther develop-
ment.

In general, MS can be classified into two types: genetic male sterility (GMS) and cyto-
plastic male sterility (CMS). In the earliest reports, the mutant of GMS in maize was 
named ms1 (Eyster 1921). Whereafter, more than 40 recessive GMS genes controlled by 
single genes have been disclosed and mapped (Maize GDB, www.maizegdb.org), some 
of which were later cloned (Moon et al. 2013). Although, ms45 has been applied to the 
production and breeding of maize via seed production technology (SPT) (Wu et al. 2015), 
there are segregated sibling populations of GMS, making it difficult to obtain a stable 
sterile line. Accordingly this deficiency restricts the usefulness of more genetic male ster-
ile resource.

In fact, CMS materials were first used for the hybrid production of maize. CMS is di-
vided into C, S and T types. Rhoades (1933) firstly found a T-type CMS material of maize 
and applied it in the 1950s, with the efficiency of hybrid seed production and maize yield 
improving greatly. However, because of the specialised infection of Helminthosporium 
maydis race T (Levings 1990), maize production in the United States suffered significant 
damage in 1970. Moreover, different types of CMS call for distinct restorer genes for 
their fertility. For example, the fertility restoration of CMS-T is controlled by two domi-
nant common genes of Rf1 and Rf2 (Cui et al. 1996), while that of CMS-S is controlled 
by Rf3 and Rf* (Kamps and Chase 1997), respectively. Moreover, the fertility restoration 
of CMS-C is determined by its major gene Rf4 (Sisco 1991). Recently, another new major 
restorer gene Rf*-A619 was reported (Liu et al. 2016). Although Rf5 can restore the fertil-
ity of CMS-C, RfI inhibits this restoration (Hu et al. 2006); Rf6 shows a weak ability in 
fertility restoration, which is easily affected by the environment (Qin et al. 1990). Beckett 
(1971) proposed an identification method according to the special effects of fertility res-
toration to distinguish the types of CMS. With the development of molecular technology, 
the mitochondrial DNAs (mtDNAs) of the three types of CMS have different specificities 
(Allen et al. 2007). By using specific primers, cytoplasmic types of CMS of maize can be 
identified rapidly and accurately by using the PCR method (Liu et al. 2002).

Although breeders have obtained a variety of GMS and CMS materials from maize 
through various means, very few of them are used in practical applications: the CMS 
materials having single cytoplasmic genetic bases, and their being likely to have special-
ised infections such as Helminthosporium maydis race T or unstable MS (Warmke and 
Lee 1978), means that their application potential is limited. Therefore, it is of great sig-
nificance to breed more new male sterile materials of maize from different sources with 
complete, stable, abortion potential. In this study, the genetic analysis, cytological obser-
vation, special restoration grouping identification, and specific cytoplasmic PCR identifi-
cation were conducted on a male sterile mutant obtained recently, with the aim of identi-
fying the genetic pattern and characteristics of the abortive nature of this material and 
provide a theoretical basis for further research and utilisation.
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Materials and Methods

Plant materials

We collected three different elite maize hybrids planted extensively at Southwestern Chi-
na in spring, 2007. The three hybrids are high yield, fine quality and high resistance to 
multi- diseases, named them as ZH1, ZH2 and ZH3 respectively. We used them as the 
base populations to breed inbred lines by pedigree method. We firstly planted them as  
S0 at Lingshui (109° 30′ E, 18° 15′ N), Hainan Province, China, in autumn, 2007. Then 
the elite plants were chosen to self-pollination and planted S1 populations at Shuangliu 
(103°56′ E, 30°34′ N), Sichuan Province, China, in spring, 2008. Repetitive the work 
until we found six spontaneous mutation male sterile plants in the S5 self-pollination 
population derived from ZH2, and utilised fertile pollen crossed with sterile plants in the 
same population to construct a sibling population, at Shuangliu, in spring, 2010. We se-
lected the segregation sibling population before proceeding with sib-mating, for which 
the sibling population was planted at Lingshui, in autumn, 2010. Then, fertile plants that 
had been sib-mated several times with male sterile plants at the two aforementioned loca-
tions from 2011 to 2012, were taken as the sibling population (named K932MS), with the 
sterile plants named K932S and the fertile plants named K932F, therein.

We planted combination F1 which was prepared from K932S and 30 testers (Table 
S1*), K932S × K932F, and the self-progeny of K932F, in Sichuan Province, China, in 
spring, 2013. In addition, the sterile plants in seven F1 combinations were selected as fe-
male parents and the corresponding seven testers were used as male parents to backcross 
seven BC1 populations; furthermore, by using seven testers as female parents, a complete 
fertile plant in the F1 combination was used as the male parent to construct F1 reciprocal 
cross-populations at Hainan Province, China, in autumn, 2013. The sterile plants in each 
BC1 were used as female parents to backcross continuously into BC2 populations, and 
construct F2 reciprocal cross-populations at Sichuan Province, China, in spring, 2014. 
The aforementioned materials were provided by Sichuan Nongda Zhenghong Bio. Co. 
Ltd., China. The sterile materials: CMS-TMo17, CMS-CMo17, and CMS-SMo17 and the main-
tainer line Mo17, test lines Hui313 (Rf3Rf3) and Zifeng-1 (Rf4Rf4) for the test systems 
were obtained from The Maize Research Institute of Sichuan Agricultural University, 
Chengdu, Sichuan Province, China.

Fertility identification

By identifying the fertility in the field based on Duvick’s five-grade classification stand-
ard (Duvick 1965). From the beginning to the end of pollen dispersal, the fertility of the 
plants was investigated every day. The mature anthers were dyed for five minutes using 
1% I2-KI and then the dye-ability of the pollen was tested under a microscope and re-
corded.

*Further details about the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM) can be found at the end of the article.
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Analysis of nuclear effects

From 2013 to 2014, K932S × K932F and the self-progeny of K932F were planted to in-
vestigate fertility segregation in different places, including Lingshui in Hainan Province, 
China; Shuangliu in Sichuan Province, China; and Tieling (123°83′ E, 42°28′ N) in  
Liaoning Province, China. A χ2 test was conducted to test the fertility segregation ratios 
of the populations. In addition, the nuclear effects and fertility stability were analysed.

Analysis of cytoplasmic effects

From 2014 to 2015, F1 and F2 reciprocal populations were planted to investigate fertility 
characteristics and analyse any cytoplasmic effects, in both Shuangliu in Sichuan Prov-
ince and Lingshui in Hainan Province.

Analysis of nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction effects

From 2013 to 2015, the 30 F1 populations above and seven BC1, BC2 populations were 
planted to observe the fertility performances and analyse nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction 
effects therein.

Identification methods based on special restoration effects

According to the identification method proposed by Zheng (1982), K932S was test 
crossed with Hui313 (Rf3Rf3) and Zifeng-1 (Rf4Rf4) for restoring the test lines to observe 
the fertility performances of the test cross progenies.

Grouping identification based on PCR amplification with special primers

In the period in which the plants had three leaves and one half leaf, the total DNAs of 
K932S, K932F, CMS-TMo17, CMS-CMo17, and CMS-SMo17, and maintainer line Mo17 
were extracted for PCR amplification with special primers. The special primers and the 
PCR conditions referred to Slischuk et al (2011). Thereafter, electrophoresis detection 
was carried out for the PCR products on a 2% agarose gel.

Paraffin section of anthers

Each plant in the K932MS was labelled. From the development of male flowers to com-
plete anthesis, some florets on the cob of the male tassel of each plant in the sister cross-
population were collected every other day to be fixed in FAA stationary liquid and then 
reserved in 70% alcohol at 4 °C. Other florets were retained on each plant for identifying 
fertility when pollens were dispersed. The florets were sliced (using a KD-202A slicing 
machine) through regular paraffin sectioning method to a thickness of 8 µm. After being 
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dyed using hematoxylin-eosin, the slices were sealed by neutral balsam and then ob-
served and photographed under a Nikon 80i microscope.

Anther tablet

By using a compression method, the preserved anthers were dyed with 0.5% carmine 
acetate to observe the development of microspores under the Nikon 80i microscope.

Results

Male tassel characteristics of the sterile mutant

By comparing the male tassels of fertile and sterile plants in the sibling population, it is 
found that the K932S and K932F male tassels were of a similar shape: with obvious main 
tassels and few lateral branches (Fig. S1a). The yellowish green, plump anther in the male 
tassels of fertile plant K932F was exposed and dispersed pollens normally; however, the 
florets of sterile plant K932S did not crack and the anther was wizened (Fig. S1b and Fig. 
S1c). By using I2-KI dying, the pollen grains in the K932F anther were dyed dark blue, 
while pollen grains were not found in the K932S anther (Fig. S1d). This indicated that 
K932S exhibited pollen-free male sterility, and abortive characteristics.

Analysis of nuclear effects

To identify the genetic characteristics of K932MS. K932MS, and the self-progeny of 
K932F (Table S2), they were planted in different ecological environments from 2013 to 
2014. K932MS was deemed sterile in different ecological environments, indicating that 
the sterility of K932MS was stably genetic and unaffected by natural conditions. The 
segregation ratio of fertile plants to sterile plants was 1:1 in K932MS, while it was 3:1 
among self-progeny of K932F, being, as it was, subjected to genetic modes of single 
genes. It is shown that the sterile characteristics were controlled by a pair of homozygous 
recessive genes, while fertility was controlled by heterozygous and dominant homozy-
gous genes.

Analysis of cytoplasmic effects

Selecting seven testers with normal cytoplasm as female parents and the completely fer-
tile plants of K932S × A9-2 as male parents, the F1 reciprocal cross-population was pre-
pared and the results showed that all F1 reciprocal cross-population members were fertile. 
Then the F2 reciprocal cross-populations were also all fertile, determining that the sterile 
characteristics of K932MS were affected by maternal inheritance and that their cytoplasm 
contained sterile genes.
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Analysis of cytoplasm-nuclear interaction effects

To identify whether, or not, K932MS sterility was affected by cytoplasm-nuclear interac-
tion effects, K932S was taken as a female parent crossed with 30 testers (Table S1), and 
the F1 combinations were planted in three different locations. The fertility results demon-
strated that the fertility performances of F1 combinations were consistent in different 
places (Table S3). Tester 41 was able to restore the fertility of K932S and retain a stable 
fertility, while the other 21 testers, including A9-5, were able to keep K932S sterile. Fur-
thermore, the other eight testers partially, or in an unstable manner, restored the fertility 
of K932S. Different male testers, when crossed to K932S, can result in hybrids with dif-
ferent fertility characteristics, as the restorer genes for CMS are coded in the nucleus, 
indicating that the fertility was affected by nucleo-cytoplasmic interactions.

By selecting sterile plants in the seven F1 combinations as female parents and the cor-
responding testers as male parents, the first backcross progeny BC1 was obtained through 
backcrossing. To identify BC1 fertility, it was found that the BC1 population of testers 
QIII-1 and SYD1-1 with K932S showed different fertility restoration abilities. The other 
five BC1 populations were found to be thoroughly abortive (Table S4). Compared with 
Table S3, when the nuclear background of testers QIII-1, SYD1-1, and A9-2 in the test-
crossed progenies was changed, the fertility of their progenies gave contrasting perfor-
mances. This indicated that the fertility of K932MS was influenced by different nuclear 
backgrounds and when the nuclear genes were not homozygous, the fertility segregation 
appeared due to the effects of nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction.

By using the sterile plants in BC1 as female parents, backcrossing was carried out once 
again to obtain BC2. The fertility performances of BC2 are listed in Table S5. Compared 
with the fertility of BC1, the BC2 population obtained from QIII-1 and SYD1-1 under-
went complete abortion and other BC2 populations were sterile, or nearly so. This further 
demonstrated that the change in nuclear background would alter the fertility: there are 
nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction effects in K932MS and in conclusion, we can explicitly 
state that K932MS is nucleo-cytoplasmic male sterile.

Grouping identification based on special restoration effects analysis

The testcross F1 from tester Hui313 (Rf3Rf3) crossed with K932S was completely sterile, 
showed that K932MS is not S-type CMS; while testcrossed F1 of Zifeng-1 (Rf4Rf4) and 
K932S was fertile, indicating that K932MS could be categorised as a C-type CMS.

Identification through PCR amplification with specific primers analysis

PCR amplification was performed with specific primers on the total DNAs of K932S, 
K932F and CMS-CMo17, CMS-SMo17, CMS-TMo17, and maintainer line Mo17. The results 
(Fig. S2) show that, when PCR with C-type specific primer, CMS-CMo17, K932S, and 
K932F had the same amplification bands, their size was 398 bp; however, when the S- 
and T-types of specific primers were used for PCR, the corresponding bands were only 
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found in CMS-SMo17 and CMS-TMo17. Therefore, this further demonstrated that K932MS 
was of the CMS-C type.

Observation of transverse section of anthers

Through observation of transverse section of K932F and K932S anthers by using a paraf-
fin sectioning method, the results showed that during the pollen mother cell period, the 
anther sac was composed of four layers of cells and pollen mother cells, and fertile and 
sterile anthers had identical structures (Fig. S3a and Fig. S3e). Then, the pollen mother 
cells changed to become elliptical (Fig. S3b and Fig. S3f), followed by the first meiosis 
and the formation of dyads (Fig. S3c and Fig. S3g). The tapetum in the fertile anther was 
compressed (Fig. S3c), while that in the sterile anther expanded radially and was vacuoles 
(Fig. S3g). When the tetrad was separated, the fertile microspores developed into pollen 
grains normally (Fig. S3d), and the tapetum of the sterile anther expanded continuously 
and filled the whole anther cell and then any microspores disappeared (Fig. S3h).

Observation of microspore development

The development of microspores in the anther of plants K932F and K932S was observed 
using a compression method. The results demonstrated that the shapes of fertile and ster-
ile pollen mother cells were similar, indicating the normality of sterile pollen mother cells 
(Fig. S4a and Fig. S4e). Furthermore, the sterile pollen mother cells were in meiosis and 
formed dyads and tetrads with irregular shapes (Fig. S4f and Fig. S4g). In particular, the 
tetrads were disintegrated (Fig. S4g) and formed microspores with irregular shapes which 
were smaller than normal microspores (Fig. S4h). Finally, the tetrads developed into ma-
ture pollen grains. Therefore, the abortion of K932MS was considered to begin from the 
dyad and last to the autolysis and disintegration of young microspores.

Discussion

Genetic characterisation of the K932MS

The MS phenomenon of plants commonly seen in flowering plants (Kaul 1988) is con-
trolled by genes. However, some reports pointed out that the MS phenomenon is regu-
lated by the environment, such as in NK58S (Ding et al. 2012) and PA64S (Zhou et al. 
2012) in rice, and temperature-sensitive Qiong68ms (Tang et al. 2006) in maize. This re-
search found that K932MS had stable MS in different growing seasons and ecological 
environments. This indicates that the sterility of K932MS is stably genetic and unaffected 
by changes in temperature, light, and latitude. A majority of sterile characteristics of nu-
clear of maize are controlled by recessive single genes, while only a few including Ms41, 
Ms42, Ms44, etc. are controlled by dominant genes (Skibbe and Schnable 2005). In this 
study, the proportion of fertile and sterile plants in K932MS was 1:1, while that of the 
self-progeny of K932F was 3:1, indicating that the sterility of K932MS was controlled by 
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a pair of nuclear recessive genes. The reciprocal cross progenies F1 and F2, utilising test-
ers with normal cytoplasm as female parents, were all fertile, showing that the sterility of 
K932MS was affected by cytoplasmic inheritance. By using the testers in normal cyto-
plasm to test cross with sterile plants, it was found that the progenies showed complete 
fertility restoration, complete sterility, and partial fertility restoration, when different 
male testers were crossed to K932S, the fertility of K932S would also be altered, which 
indicated that the fertility of K923MS was influenced by nuclear-cytoplasm interaction. 
Hence, it could be determined that K932MS is a nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction male 
sterile mutant.

The nucleo-cytoplasmic interaction male sterility of maize included C, S, and T types. 
Each type had its own special restoration genes, such as, Rf2, Rf3, and Rf4 which were 
able to restore the fertility of the CMS-T type (Dewey and Levings 1987), CMS-S type 
(Zabala et al. 1997), and CMS-C type (Ren et al. 2012), respectively. This study found 
that Hui313 (Rf3Rf3) maintained the sterility of K932MS, while Zifeng-1 (Rf4Rf4) re-
stored the fertility of K932MS, inferring that K932MS belonged to C-type CMS. Research 
in recent years shows that mtDNA is the genetic carrier (Hu et al. 2014) for the occur-
rence of CMS, and that various plants in different types of cytoplasm contained mtDNA 
with distinct structures and sequences (Allen et al. 2007; Alverson et al. 2011; Chen and 
Liu 2014). At present, specific primers for identifying cytoplasmic types have been found 
in plants including rice (Luan et al. 2013), maize (Slischuk et al. 2011), rape (Zhao et al. 
2010), etc. By using mtDNA specific primers for PCR identification, this study found that 
the bands of K932MS were consistent with those of CMS-CMo17, further indicating that 
K932MS is a C-type cytoplasmic sterile mutant. The difficulty of application of C-type 
cytoplasmic sterile mutants lies in obtaining the necessary restorer: we have transferred 
its sterility trait to the existing excellent maize inbred lines, and screened its strong re-
storer lines, therefore showing that K932MS has application value for further research.

Abortion characteristics of the K932MS mutant

Although male flower development in plants is a complex process, the development of 
normal male flowers is roughly the same throughout (Wilson and Zhang 2009). Previous 
studies show that the pollens of C-, T-, and S-type CMS materials of maize exhibited dif-
ferent abortion characteristics (Colhoun and Steer 1981). The abortion period of CMS-S 
type of pollens was later, indicating that, while developing to bi-nucleate pollens, micro-
spores suddenly collapsed, autolyzed, and disintegrated, but the cells in each layer re-
mained normal. 

Due to different nuclear backgrounds, the abortion of CMS-T type materials showed 
two phenomena: during meiosis, the pollen mother cells could not differentiate normally 
and therefore disintegrated; in the late monokaryotic stage, the tapetum became thickened 
and vacuolated, which postponed the disintegration, resulting in the abortion of pollens 
(Wise et al. 1999). Two types of abortion existed in CMS-C types as well: firstly, as tet-
rads were bonded into blocks and were thus inseparable, abortion occurred; secondly, 
owing to the irregular shape of the dyads the tapetum extended radially and vacuolated. 
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In the stage of monokaryotic microspores, most microspores disintegrated and autol-
ysed, thus complete abortion occurred (Lee et al. 1979). In the early stage of dyads, cells 
in each layer of K932MS anthers were normal, after the formation of dyads, however, the 
tapetum expanded radially and was vacuoles to the centre of the anther cells. Afterwards, 
the shapes of those tetrads thus were formed abnormal and the released microspores grad-
ually disintegrated and autolysed. 

Over the whole process, tapetum continuously expanded and filled the whole anther 
cell. This did not completely coincide with the abortion of CMS-C type materials found 
by Lee et al (1979), who discovered that vacuolisation of the tapetum appeared in the 
early stage of tetrad formation, while the vacuolisation of the tapetum of K932S occurred 
in the stage of dyad formation, probably due to the different nuclear backgrounds. Tape-
tum, which provides nutrients for the development of microspores, is critical to the devel-
opment of pollens (Ma 2005): either advanced, or delayed, and tapetum disintegration 
can cause abortion of microspores. This has been reported in plants including Arabidopsis 
(Gu et al. 2014) and rice (Li et al. 2015). This study found that the tapetum of K932S was 
vacuolated and disintegrated at a relatively later time, which was the main reason for the 
abortion of microspores.
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